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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK THEATRE IN THE VICTORIAN AGE
This book examines all major aspects of theatre practice and dramatic literature of
the Victorian period. Michael Booth's comprehensive survey explores the social
and cultural context of the theatre including theatre management, the audience,
architecture and production methods, acting and the job of actor, as well as the
drama itself. Within this framework, Booth discusses such topics as the effect on
theatre of population growth and the spread of the railway system, the typical
organization of a Victorian theatre company, the contribution to theatre of several
important actor-managers, the use of stage machinery and lighting instruments,
and the stock company and rehearsal system. The volume also includes a chapter
on sources, numerous previously unpublished illustrations, and a chronology. The
result is a lively and informative account of the diversity, energy, and colour of the
Victorian stage. Theatre in the Victorian Age will be of interest to students and
scholars of theatre history, Victorian studies, cultural history and literature.
THEATRE IN THE VICTORIAN AGE - MICHAEL R BOOTH, MICHAEL
The result is a lively and informative account of the diversity, energy, and color of
the Victorian stage, the whole period comprising one of the most fascinating and
vigorous eras in the history of the English theater. Theatre in the Victorian era is
regarded as history of theatre during the era ruled by Queen Victoria from 1837 to
1901. It was a time during which literature and theatre flourished. It was a time
during which literature and theatre flourished. Categorizing theatre and music-hall
audiences by class is typically Victorian and throughout the period changed as the
city grew in population and dropped in the country. Theatre in the Victorian Age
has 14 ratings and 1 review. Bridget said: This book is an invaluable resource for
any theatre history scholar or person int... Theatre, Shows, and Venues.
Fashionable London concerts in the Victorian age, always featured the popular
musical pieces written by the composers of the time, and catchy arias from the
latest operatic successes at Her Majesty's Theatre, Drury Lane Theatre and the
Royal Italian Opera at Covent Garden. 19th-Century Theatre. The 19th century
was the age of a truly popular theatre. New theatres opened to satisfy a demand
for entertainment from the workers who flooded into the major cities as the
Industrial Revolution took hold. At the beginning of the 19th century, there were
only two main theatres in London. Emeritus Professor Jacky Bratton traces the
development of theatre throughout the century, exploring the proliferation of
venues, forms and writers. By 1800 there were not enough theatres in London for
the explosively. The first Giatey Theater, built in The Strand in 1868, was
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managed by JohnHollingshead with a mixed bill that included W. S. Gilbert's
burlesque of the opera Robert le Diable. Here in 1869 Charles Dickens, who
prided himself on his knowledge of nineteenth-century London theatre
productions, saw his last play before his death in 1870 at age 58 Afterwards, the
theatre suffered a period of decline until 1900 when leased by Arthur Bourchier,
whose wife, Violet Vanbrugh, starred in a series of successful productions ranging
from straight farce to Shakespeare. The 19th century was the age of a truly
popular theatre. New theatres opened to satisfy a demand for entertainment from
the workers who flooded into the major cities as the Industrial Revolution took
hold. Fashionable London concerts in the Victorian age, always featured the
popular musical pieces written by the composers of the time, and catchy arias
from the latest operatic successes at Her Majesty's Theatre, Drury Lane Theatre
and the Royal Italian Opera at Covent Garden. 19th-Century Theatre. The 19th
century was the age of a truly popular theatre. New theatres opened to satisfy a
demand for entertainment from the workers who flooded into the major cities as
the Industrial Revolution took hold. Victorian Era Theater Victorian Theater Patent
theaters Theatre Royal - built in 1663, seated 3,600, burned down 4 times The
Covent Garden - opened in 1732, seated 2,500, burned down once and rebuilt as
the Royal Opera House Victorian Theatres 19th century is the age of truly popular
theatre Victorians built some of the very large theatres: Drury Lane: 3,600 seating
capacity (only West In the Victorian era women were seen, by the middle classes
at least, as belonging to the domestic sphere, and this stereotype required them to
provide their husbands with a clean home, food on the table and to raise their
children.
THEATRE IN THE VICTORIAN ERA - WIKIPEDIA
Theatre in the Victorian era During the Victorian era, theatre flourished. Theaters
became very popular with masses and theatrical atmosphere was not particularly
restricted to certain classes of the society. The transition of Victorian age a
century XX considers the period of maximum apogee of the British theater. In
religion, God does not represent answer to the human problems. Some priests
refuse flatly to scientific advance. Edwardian Era Theatres Edwardian theatre was
one of the formidable forms of theatre in late nineteenth century Europe. People
from different countries of Europe used to come to be a part of this cultural
extravaganza. Other popular actresses like Sarah Siddons and Ellen Terry of the
Victorian period worked hard in the male-dominated theatre field and prove that
point that women could earn a living for herself by being an actress. Victorian Era
is seen as the link between Romanticism of the 18th century and the realism of
the 20th century. The novel as a genre rose to entertain the rising middle class
and to depict the contemporary life in a changing society. Theatre performances
were held in the afternoon, because there was no artificial lighting, this required
the imagination of the audiences during scenes that were to take place at night
(Elizabethan Era). During her reign a lot of new theatres were built along with
theatre schools.THEATRE IN VICTORIAN ERA Theatre in the Victorian era is
regarded as history of theatre during the era ruled by Queen Victoria from 1837 to
1901. . It was a time during which literature and theatre flourished. It was also
during her reign when political reforms came. The Victorian Era • The dates of the
Victorian Era (1836-1901) coincide with Queen Victoria's ascension to the throne
and her death. I live in Prescott AZ, a Victorian/ western town, and work here as a
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bespoke boot maker, using techniques and standards from the craftsmanship
period of the early 1900s. I decided years ago to wear only cotton, as far as
possible. The Victorian theatre Early Victorian drama was a popular art form,
appealing to an uneducated audience that demanded emotional excitement rather
than intellectual subtlety. Vivacious melodramas did not, however, hold exclusive
possession of the stage. Nineteenth century melodrama Historical background
The Victorian age . Queen Victoria's reign, from 1837 until her death in 1901, was
a period of peace, prosperity and growth for Britain. Book Reviews about
censorship, licensing regulations, the role of theatre in society, and other (some
times controversial) themes. The pressure to condense has meant, however, that
both Victorian Theatre: Dramatists, Performers, and Impresarios [Victorian Web
Home —> Authors —> Music, Theatre, and Popular Entertainment] Theatre in the
Victorian Age will be of interest to students and scholars of theatre history,
Victorian studies, cultural history and literature. show more Table of contents
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